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sanity, has forced anything like a purpose into the

fate of a wall-flower.

G. K. Chesterton, discussing in "The Common-
weal," questions relating to "Religion and Sex," re-

marks that,

"We have a plan of our house and garden and are

always trying to restore and rebuild it according

to that plan. We do not propose to tear up our orig-

inal plan and follow a chapter of accidents; until

the house is buried under falling trees and the fields

are flooded and all the work of man is washed
away."

But where fictionists would project their inner

consciousness in a series of disconnected episodes

and call the work superior to the noble framework
of a masterpiece of Dickens or Thackeray we seri-

ously question in what sort of a house they should

prefer to live. Where dramatists would scorn the

technique of play-building, what of their scorn for

the building of a roof over the heads of their audi-

ence?

Contradiction follows their efforts and they

wander in a maze. Nightmares of poetry called

free verse, tangles answering to the name of prob-

lem novels, and jumbled situations dignified by the

title of impressionistic drama form the content of a

critic's endeavors. And he forgets his duty—the

search for truth—so far as to give these works the

seal of his approbation because they are new, be-

cause they are different, because they exhibit the

wonderful freedom of a monkey clambering through

some forgotten forest.

The purpose of criticism is knowledge and knowl-

edge must have some ledge cut into the high moun-
tain of thought whereon a traveller may rest and
view the valleys in safety; the object of criticism is

truth and truth must have no other gods before it.
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ET someone speak of Spain in a gathering

and the thoughts that arise in the minds
of the listeners are, as a rule, brought into

three classes. "Carmen," "The Bull

Fight," and the Spanish "Inquisition."

With the thought of Carmen comes that glorious

picture of a dark-eyed, dark-haired and olive-

skinned girl moving about on a platform—a rose be-

tween her teeth, a mantilla resting on her high

comb, accentuating her beauty, and a cigarette

dangling from her lips—while she dances, sings, or

flashes at us an alluring smile, given only by those

large black eyes of the real Spanish beauty. A
thought we get from an old drama—a picture—or

our conception of Spanish life as it was a few hun-

dred years ago and as we think it is today. It hap-

pens perhaps in the night life to give tourists the

impression that it is the accustomed thing.

Another thought is the "Bull Fight," that brutal

and ugly national sport of the Spanish people

—

the arena lined with people—ladies wearing their

high combs and mantillas and eager for the brutal

sport to begin—a helpless bull—the more helpless

horses and the butchery and slaughter of these help-

less animals. The Roman Circus again in the 20th

century. Why decry what we know nothing about?

Why is it that tourists who visit Spain go with the

intention of seeing a bull fight and go to jeer and

shudder at the butchery, and come away the loyal

supporters of this ugly and brutal sport? There may
be some exceptions. This is no apology for the bull

fight. We admit it is brutal in some ways, but the

grace and dexterity of the "matadors," their com-

plete sway over the savage bull, is so astounding

that we see art as it can be expressed in sport of

such a nature.

Still another thought is the Spanish Inquisition,

to the minds of most the ugliest blot in the history

of Spain. Let us consider the time—and we come
to realize it as the most perfectly natural thing in

the world—even if today we have progressed so

much that we look on it with horror. It was no

worse and many times better than similar practices

of other countries of Europe at the time. Why be

swayed by writers who never spoke well of Spain,

who have been trapped in their false statements

many times? Spain was not the only offender. Why
class it as Spanish all the time?

Never do we think of the Spain responsible for

the discovery of America—of the Spain that saved

Christianity from the infidel and of the intellectual

and literary movements of those dark ages, of the

centuries that followed and even of today in that

much maligned country.

We know a few names—honored ones in history

and in letters. There our knowledge of Spaniards

and things Spanish end. We consider them excep-

tions to the general rule—men out of their element

in a country so backward and so barbarous. Why
not consider them as shining examples of a more de-

veloped civilization of a people of inate culture and
breeding? The hospitality of the Spaniard is pro-

verbial. That is not the sign of a barbarous na-

tion. Because we have only heard of or know a few


